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Conditional Firm Service (CFS) 

 
Customer Chooses Specified Contingency Conditions as the CFS Option 
 

1. The Transmission Provider will prepare and submit to the Reliability Coordinator (RC) a list 
of all CFS transactions which are subject to curtailment for specific contingency 
condition(s), which list will contain the transaction OASIS I.D., start and end date and the 
contingency condition(s) of the CFS. 

 
2. The Transmission Provider will coordinate with the RC to continuously monitor the 

contingency condition(s) which are identified for each CFS transaction.  If the Transmission 
Provider is advised by the RC of a potential Transmission Loading Relief (TLR) action for 
any of the contingency condition(s) related to its CFS customers, the Transmission Provider 
will direct its corresponding CFS customer(s) to change the CFS tag from Firm to Non-Firm 
Network Secondary Curtailment Priority or replace the tag, as applicable.  Upon notice by 
the Transmission Provider, its CFS customer must change/replace the CFS tag 
accordingly; If the CFS customer fails to change/replace the tag as soon as practicable, but 
in no event later than the next clock hour, the Transmission Provider shall identify the tag 
as invalid and the transaction will be curtailed immediately by the Transmission Provider.  
During circumstances where the Transmission Provider identifies existing transmission 
system conditions that may require curtailment of a CFS, the Transmission Provider may 
initiate such tag change/replacement unilaterally. 

 
3. When the TLR is terminated or when existing transmission system conditions permit, the 

Transmission Provider will inform/direct its CFS customer(s) as soon as practicable to re-
tag the CFS as firm.  

 
4. If during the period that a CFS tag has been changed from Firm to Non-Firm Network 

Secondary Curtailment Priority, a TLR is instituted for a condition for which non-firm 
curtailments/interruption are necessary but was not included within the conditional firm 
conditions, the Transmission Provider will exclude the applicable transaction from the non-
firm curtailment/interruption.  

 
Customer Chooses Number of Hours/year1 as the CFS Option 
 
 A CFS transaction will be tagged as firm unless or until the Transmission Provider directs 
the CFS customer from time to time to change/replace the tag to Non-Firm Network Secondary 
Curtailment Priority.  When the specified number of hours/year of curtailment have been reached, 
the CFS customer will have the right to change/replace the CFS transaction tag to Firm for the 
remaining yearly period of the request; or until the Transmission Provider directs the customer to 
change/replace his tag to Non-Firm Network Secondary Curtailment Priority during the following 

 
1 Number of hours/year is the hours that the customer is curtailed/interrupted and not the number of 
hours/year that the customer is at risk, or exposed to, curtailments/interruption. 
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yearly period, in the event that the CFS transaction is for multiple years.  If the Transmission 
Provider directs the CFS customer to re-tag the CFS transaction as Firm prior to reaching the 
specified number of hours/year of curtailment, the CFS customer will be obligated to comply with 
such request before the next clock hour.  If the CFS customer fails to change/replace the tag 
before the next clock hour, the Transmission Provider shall identify the tag as invalid and the 
transaction will be curtailed immediately by the Transmission Provider. 


